Airship Experiment for Microwave Power Transmission

Abstract
This paper describes the current status of a flight experiment aiming at exploring the
applications of microwave transmission of power and information (Fig. 1). The experiment
configuration is composed of a flight system onboard an airship and ground system. Power on
the order of several hundreds Watt is transmitted from the flight system, using a flat dish type
antenna (radial slot array antenna), onboard an airship at the altitude of approximately 25 m, to
the ground system, downward and vertically.
The receiving antenna on the ground collects the transmitted power, which is used for
charging cell phones, lighting small bulbs, etc. At the same time, the telemetry data of the flight
system is transmitted to the ground via wireless system, and the flight system is remotely
controlled through the commands sent from the ground system to the onboard computer.
The total system intends to validate the power-information transmission system capability.
The flight system is also assumed to have a beam forming and a retro-directive capability. The
flight system is equipped with two phase-controlled magnetrons (500-600 W class) at 2.46 GHz
frequency, slot array antenna for wireless power transmission, Lithium-ion battery, data storage
for onboard data, PC with wireless LAN capability for controlling the flight system and
receiving commands from the ground.
The total mass of the flight system other than the airship system is estimated as 45 kg, which
makes possible a flight time of around 20 minutes for a midsize, commercial airship with 17
meter length. The peak power density on the ground is as low as 10 W/m2 at the center point
beneath the airship, which yields 2-3 W power generation with a light, inflatable rectenna
(receiving antenna) of 1 m2 area.

Fig. 1 Test configuration of the airship onboard system
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